The Multiresolution visualization and interactive of threedimensional mesh becomes a very active topic in recent years, which makes a state of art rich that it devoted this article. With the rapid development has seen computer graphics, three-dimensional objects become widely used in daily life. Given the large size of the mesh, it becomes very difficult to load them all into memory and transmit them on the internet. The segmentation techniques and multiresolution compression are used to reply these requirements. Indeed, in this paper, it proposed a new approach to multiresolution visualization based on a combination of segmentation and multiresolution mesh compression. For this, it proposed a new segmentation method that benefits the organization of faces of the mesh followed by a progressive local compression of regions of mesh to ensure the refinement local of the three-dimensional object.
INTRODUCTION
The 3D objects are widely disseminated to the public and very useful in its daily lives through the great development that has seen the technology of acquisition, graphic design and internet development. These objects are often represented as triangular surface mesh.
Recent technological developments in various areas have given birth to different techniques that generate meshes with sizes very large and voluminous so that it becomes difficult to load in all their view, and for transmitting on the network. Therefore, for facilitating the visualization of this type of 3D object, it was necessary to use compression techniques ensuring progressive multiresolution representation of such an object, and segmentation methods that facilitate selective refinement of a part thereof.
In this context, its work has as objective to propose a method of selective visualization of multiresolution significant parts of the 3D object based on a combination of a progressive compression scheme and segmentation technique of triangular mesh surfacique, however, this approach has led to distortions (appearance of holes) for the boundaries between the different regions significant. The solution it proposed based on KNN classifier (K-the Nearest Neighbor), which moving the vertex of the subdivided area to the nearest vertex in the nonsubdivided area.
In fact, this article consists of four parts. It started by present the techniques of multiresolution visualization of 3D object existing. Then it detailed segmentation techniques of 3D mesh. Towards the end of the paper, it devoted to describe its proposed method and the results obtained by the implementation of this method. Finally, it end with a conclusion.
THE TECHNIQUES OF MULTI-RESOLUTION VISUALIZATION OF 3D OBJECT
Different techniques of multiresolution visualization (progressive), designed to accelerate the loading of the 3D object, appeared. The first progressive visualization techniques are based on the simplification of the mesh. Other techniques are oriented compression and which is based on a combination of a segmentation method and a progressive compression method.
Visualization techniques oriented simplification of the mesh
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The simplification of the mesh was the first technique used for adaptive refinement of the 3D object. Indeed, this technique is based on subdivision surfaces so that areas with more details will be more refined than other areas. These visualization techniques focus on rendering speed and often induced a significant increase in the file size.
Among the existing work in this area, it include: Hoppe [1] that showed how to extend the progressive mesh with adaptive refinement which the generated meshes are more refined in the field of vision.
In fact, he introduced an algorithm for selective refinement. The refinement criteria were: corner of view, the surface orientation and the space between the screen and the geometry. The aim was to develop an algorithm refinement, in real time, of the mesh according to these criteria.
In 1998, Mueller [2] proposed the methods for adaptive subdivision of the principles of Doo-Sabin and Catmull-Clark. The adaptive process is controlled by vertices of the final
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Zeineb Abderrahim In 1999, Kondo and Xu [3] proposed an adaptive subdivision based on the principle of Doo-Sabin whose the faces of initial mesh control the adaptive subdivision. The subdivision of one face is stopped when the angle dihedral (angle between the normal vectors of adjacent faces) is below a given threshold.
Subsequently, in 2000, Müller and Havemann [4] proposed an adaptive subdivision for Loop principle based on the normal cone [5] .
Similarly, in 2003, Amresh and Farin [6] is interested in the adaptive subdivision for the principle Loop. They propose a method based on the calculation of the dihedral angle and another where the user selects the parts of the mesh to be subdivided.
These techniques are also known as: techniques of nonuniform subdivision, depending on the area considered. This type of subdivision can be decomposed into two steps: first, how to choose the area of the mesh to be subdivided (according to some criteria) and then how to join parts subdivided mesh with the rest of preserving triangular faces.
Visualization techniques oriented progressive compression
This approach is based on a combination of the segmentation of the mesh into a set of zones, named regions or cluster and the compression. Indeed, the author applies a segmentation algorithm of the mesh in the first place. Then, it applies a progressive compression method for each region separately.
The random access compression schemes are called "out-ofcore" enable interactive visualization of large meshes, because only the information necessary and sufficient for parts requested at a given moment are loaded into memory. These approaches often start by dividing the mesh into clusters, compress independently and allow decompression independently.
Among these approaches, Lindstrom [7] has developed a method for meshes with connectivity. An octree is used to divide the triangles into clusters and to build a multiresolution hierarchy. A measure of quadratic error is used to select the positions of representative points for each level of detail and the refinement is guided by the visibility and the measurement of error in screen space.
Subsequently, Yoon et al. [8] proposed a similar algorithm with a bounded memory footprint: a hierarchy of clusters is constructed, each containing a progressive sub-mesh to smooth the transition between levels of detail.
In this context, Cignoni et al 2003 [9] describes an efficient technique for out-of-core rendering and management of large textured terrain surfaces. The technique, called batch dynamic adaptive meshes (BDAM), is based on a tree structure associated (a quadtree). The objective is to propose a technique which is able to manage huge datasets of textured terrain without weigh down the CPU and fully exploit the power of current and future graphics cards.
In 2005, Gobbetti et Marton [10] have introduced fars voxels, capable of displaying both regular mesh that a soups of triangles. The principle is to transform the volume sub-parts of the model in approximations of their appearance at a certain distance, following the angle of view.
In 2008, Clément Jamin et al [11] the method proposed outof-core that combines good performance in compression and interactive visualization. They chose as a starting point the compression algorithm in-core without loss of Gandoin and Devillers [12] . The basic idea is to divide the original object in a tree mesh independent by introducing a hierarchical primary structure (nSP-tree). In fact, this method reduces the size of objects while allowing interactive navigation in real time.
In addition, Clement Courbet et Celine Hudelot [13] , have proposed a new hierarchical representation of the mesh using an approach based on a recursive division of the mesh into two independent parts, under the constraint that one of the two parties which result must be reconstructible independently. Thus, their approach decompresses gradually the requested parts of a mesh without decoding the less interesting parts.
More recently, Adrien Maglo et al [14] , introduces a new compression scheme randomly accessible of triangular meshes. The scheme is aimed at interactive visualization of large meshes, supporting the encoding of vertex colors. They extended the approach of [15] using the encoder progressive [16] to compress the faces of clusters. These schemas have been modified to avoid duplication of information on the geometry of the boundary between the vertices of cluster.
SEGMENTATION METHODS
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The 3D mesh segmentation is a relatively new research topic and appeared as an important issue due to the complexity of its implementation and various applications that are dependent. The segmentation can be mesh segmentation in surface patches or in significant parts.
In the first case, the mesh is divided into characteristic patchs that can respect the constraints of border curvature, flatness, convexity, etc. In the second case, the objective is to detect significant parts of the object in a more oriented semantics manner. [17] and [18] propose a state of the art segmentation methods while a comparison between these different techniques is given in [19] .
Among the works appeared in recent years on the 3D mesh segmentation in surface patches: in first place, it found the best known approaches correspond to the growth regions. His general algorithm is initialized from an element germ and the growth is carried as a sub-mesh as a parameter of homogeneity. Among the methods of region growing [20] calculates the distortion of each face relative to its transformation 2D to decide whether it will be added to the region. [21] is based on the detection of boundaries from information Gaussian curvature and region growing. By cons, [22] uses contour extraction features to capture all the components of the patch.
In second place, approaches based on the principle of the watershed line (EPL) which is placed in a context where the graph partition is considered such as a relief and vertices are positioned at a certain height [24] .
The contribution of Mangan and whitker [25] on the 3D mesh segmentation by the watershed line has served as the basis for several subsequent works.
For the evolution of EPL on the edges of the mesh, [26] have implemented an algorithm using a function of LPE in height with respect to the edges of the mesh and in function of the dihedral angle of the edge (the angle between the two adjacent faces). In [27] , the authors proposed an algorithm for hierarchical segmentation resulting from the watershed unbiased Beucher.
Thirdly, there are approaches corresponding to the hierarchical partitioning among the existing work in this area [28] , [29] and [30] . Finally, in the iterative partitioning, the research of optimal segmentation can be approximated by the iterative search for the best partition from a fixed number of clusters like as [31] and [32] .
The other side, the segmentation in significant parts for applications where the semantics of objects is significant. The segmentation tries generally to follow the cutting that could be achieved by human vision. State of the art of different segmentation methods in significant parts have been recently proposed in [33] . A comparative study of some of these methods has been proposed in [19] .
Proposed method
Its work is a combination of a new method of segmentation and progressive compression method which aims to selective visualization. The compression method is chosen Wavemesh proposed by Valette and Prost in 2004 [34] . This method allows you to handle all types of input mesh from any type of modeling or scanning. Thus it retains the original mesh connectivity which has a major advantage of the meshes of which are applied textures when rendering, since avoids resampling of textures.
Description of the Segmentation algorithm
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Its proposed method fits into the family of segmentation surface patch designed to have significant parts. In this segmentation method, the number of region of the mesh is fixed at four (4), since in general, any object can be divided semantically in four regions.
Indeed the algorithm begins with a round of the topology of the mesh. The total number of faces of the mesh will be divided by four. For each iteration, the algorithm will recover all faces with an identifier id as (i-1) * n < id < i * n with i represents the number of the region and n represents the number of faces by region n = nbface / 4 (such as nbface is the number of faces of the mesh in question). Then, the algorithm will recover all the vertices of these faces with their connectivity and saves them in a file that represents the corresponding region i. Its topological partitioning of 3D mesh can be summarized by the following algorithm: 
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After creating a new mesh from each region, it refines the region based on neighborhood relations between the faces and taking into account the concave and convex discontinuities along the edges to avoid the problem of over-segmentation.
Then, the files representing these regions will be used later in the process of visualization.
Description of visualization algorithm
At each user interaction, a simple left click, the corresponding region will be refined so that it move from one level of detail to another higher. In fact, the process of selective visualization of the mesh (see Figure 1 ) can be explained as follows:
 When interaction of user, it detect the region which tip the mouse.
 It calls the compression process Wavemesh for it applies on the mesh representing the corresponding region in the final mesh.
 It then uses the inverse process of the progressive compression which is decompression. In fact, this process is used to generate the set of levels of detail for this region.
 At each interaction, it detects the level of detail of the region in the current mesh.
 It appealed to the next level, it remove the current region and replaced by the new region which is more detailed.
It should be noted that it must always test the current level of accuracy compared to the maximum level of detail of the region, to avoid the crash of the algorithm.
Problem of holes
Since it is possible to have two regions that do not have the same level of resolution, visual artifacts (holes) may occur. The following figure illustrates this phenomenon:
Figure A represents all of the holes between two regions; the top (of the image) is more detailed than the bottom. To solve this problem, it uses the KNN classifier (K-Nearest Neighbor).
The idea was to use the KNN algorithm for moving the vertex of the subdivided area toward the nearest vertex in the nonsubdivided area. This correction allowed us to have a better performing visualization of the 3D object.
In fact, after the replacement of a region by a more detailed level, it uses a function of filling holes. The algorithm is as follows: Recovering the vertices of borders in the region in question and its neighbors. For each point of the boundary of the region more detailed, find the nearest point which lies on the border of its neighbor, using the KNN algorithm. Subsequently, it changes the coordinates of the vertex in question by the coordinates of its nearest neighbor. Points a, b, c, d and e will be moved respectively to the points x1, x2, x3, x4 and x5 in Figure B .
Tests and comparison
After detailing its segmentation method and selective visualization of 3D mesh, it represents in this section the experimental results it has made to valorize the performance of its method.
Segmentation
The evaluation of the segmentation of a mesh is not obvious and is difficult to measure as outlined Attene et al. [19] in their comparative study of mesh segmentation.
To measure the performance of its method, it uses the evaluations criteria listed in [35] which are: the creation of regions and borders correct and of complexity. In addition to better demonstrate the performance of its method it compare it with other methods such as the method of 3D mesh hierarchical segmentation from dynamic contour [36] and the method of Wang Jun [23] . Figure 3 shows that its method respects well the criterion of border regions creation a more adequate than Delest and same for Wang for this object. 
The creation of correct regions and boundaries
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Indeed, it seems as in figure 3 (b) and (c) there are regions whose boundaries are overlapped. By against, its method defines the boundaries more precisely.
Thus, figure 4 shows the effectiveness of its method compared to other approaches [30] [37], in terms of segmentation quality, its goal of segmentation is to identify the different significant parts of the 3D object for use in a visualization application adaptive.
The complexity of the method
Since its method will be used for visualization and multiresolution interactive 3D objects it is required to reduce the complexity of the algorithm. It uses the computation time of the algorithm to valorize its complexity. Table 1 below lists the computation time of its algorithm compared with the method of Delest [36] and Wang [23] , in seconds:
Observation of the results provided in this table shows that its method has a running time of very small compared to that of Delest and Wang. The gain is presented in the order of 45% for the object Fandisk.
In addition, for the object of car (car), the execution time of its segmentation algorithm is inconsiderable compared to the method of Wang.
Multiresolution Visualization selective
Because its method was able to give acceptable segmentation of the mesh in regions more or less significant, it will present the following the extracts visual demonstrating its utility in the visualization process multiresolution of 3D mesh. The following figure 5 explains the process of local refinement model horse that it has completed the combination of segmentation and compression.
The refinement only affects the region selected by the user. Figure 5 (a) shows the initial mesh (coarse) that will be refined. 
Conclusion
It propose in this paper a new method of selective, multiresolution visualization that allows to locally refining the mesh in regions significant, which allows to easily visualizing the details as different parts of the object. So it solved the problem of holes between regions using the KNN algorithm. Its approach is based on a new segmentation method which refers to neighborly relations and connectivity between the faces.
The experimental results on many 3D models have demonstrated the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed segmentation method. Thus, its approach provides a good characterization of borders with a speed of calculated.
In conclusion, it is necessary to mention that this work could be further improved by synchronizing the mesh refinement with moving the camera. In addition, it can improve the segmentation method using markers to facilitate the grouping of regions by the user. Thus, this work can be improved by the development of a new compression scheme by minimizing the time compression /decompression.
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